TREATMENT or CHEMICAL DOSING PLANTS

TANK-SILO NUMBER & VOLUME LABELS (DS WCSS404) (examples)

No.1

160 or 300

30tn

20kL

These Identification labels may be black or white text depending on the background of the storage tank(s).

Material: Vinyl or Painted

- The Tank-Silo Number & Volume label should be posted on the outside of the tank(s) or vessel(s).

- The Tank-Silo Number & Volume label shall be displayed at a level so that it is visible from the normal direction of approach.

Note:

- The minimum text size for tank numbering:
  - 150mm for tanks up to 20kL
  - 300mm above 20kL

- The minimum text size for tank volume:
  - 75mm for tanks up to 20kL
  - 150mm above 20kL